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An essential resource for tinplate
& steel packaging buyers



Our Tinplate Outlook Service provides tinplate and steel 
packaging buyers with strategic information so they can better 
plan and optimize their buying around the world.

Knowledge of tinplate price levels around the world.

Tinplate price forecast and buying recommendations.

Deep analysis of the key drivers behind current and forecasted 
tinplate price levels.

Forecasts for key tinplate market statistics for the main regions 
of the world (consumption, production, imports and exports).

The most important news on tinplate around the world. 

An impartial source that explains how and why global tinplate 
prices are moving.

Our service offers:

Optimizing Tinplate costs 
is essential to be competitive 
in the packaging industry.



Tinplate Outlook Report (Quarterly): This report helps buyers know the 
tinplate price levels around the world and provides tinplate forecast and 
buying recommendations. It also provides deep analysis of the key drivers 
behind current and forecasted tinplate price levels. This report also 
includes tinplate forecasts for key tinplate market statistics for the main 
regions of the world (consumption, production, imports and exports), as 
well as the most important news on tinplate around the world.

Tinplate Price Report (Monthly): Actualizes tinplate price levels in the 
main regions of the world.

Tinplate Export Monitor (Semestral): This report shows how much and 
at what price the main tinplate producing countries are exporting tinplate 
to the different regions of the world. 

Flash News (occasional): We send an e-mail including important 
breaking news or information regarding the tinplate industry or tinplate 
price perspective.

Continual assistance: You may call our analyst to further comment or 
discuss any subject on our reports.

Our Tinplate Outlook Service
is provided through:



HARBOR´s way
All of our publications have a straight-to-the-point, 
bottom-line and concise approach. We want our 
clients to have the best reading experience.

Independent Analysis
We have no created interests. We are not a 
market participant, brokerage house or a supplier. 
Our best interest is for our clients to benefit from 
optimal decision taking.

Specialization
At HARBOR Intelligence, tinplate market analysis
and price outlook is our specialty.

Our clients
We serve small, medium and large companies that 
buy tinplate and steel packaging in practically all 
regions of the world included: Europe, USA, Asia, 
Middle East, Latin America among others.

For subscription details please visit:

www.tinplateoutlook.com

or contact:

Rodrigo Vázquez   |   +1  (210) - 568 - 7705   |   rodrigo@askharbor.com
8409 Crown Wood Dr Laredo, TX 78045 USA

Market intelligence that 

optimizes your tinplate and 

steel packaging buying.




